Research and Open Science Policy

[As approved by the Psychology faculty on 3/22/18]

The faculty in the psychology department subscribe to the core values of our discipline, including research transparency, open sharing, and reproducibility. We also strive to use and to instruct our students in the best research practices. In order to manifest those values and the best practices in our work, the department encourages all faculty members, graduate students, and undergraduates, whenever possible, to engage in what is known as open science practices and employ an online platform such as the Open Science Framework (osf.io) or ClinicalTrials.gov.

Specifically, at a minimum, the department recommends that all investigators pre-register their studies on an online platform prior to beginning their investigations. The pre-registration consists of uploading a document that describes the planned study’s research design, hypotheses, research materials, and statistical analyses. Beyond pre-registration, investigators should consider data sharing as well as other benefits of the platforms, such as uploading and sharing preprints.

The department recognizes that it may not always be feasible to pre-register all aspects of a study and/or openly share the data. Consequently, investigators are encouraged to engage in open science practices insofar as it is feasible, including pre-registering, sharing data, and making analysis scripts available.

This policy is voluntary but it reflects current best practices in our discipline and thus it is highly recommended. Departmental members will not be monitored for adherence nor will there be any department-imposed consequences if investigators do not follow this policy. However, adopting the policy will be viewed very favorably by the chair and faculty members’ efforts to adhere to the policy will be recognized in their annual reviews.

Addendum to the Research and Open Science Policy

[As approved by the Psychology faculty on 11/20/19]

The psychology faculty is committed to educating our graduate students in the best and most up-to-date scientific methods. Given the increasing recognition of the importance of transparency in research, the faculty believes that all graduate students should use open science practices. This means that, at a minimum, all graduate student who initiate research (in the absence of a compelling reason why not to) will pre-register their studies at Open Science Framework (osf.io), the clinical trials site (https://clinicaltrials.gov), or at AsPredicted (https://aspredicted.org). Students are also encouraged to consider submitting registered reports, swapping data for checking analyses, and making research materials as well as publications openly accessible.